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CARE
INTERMEDIATE 2

Answer all questions

The skills of knowledge and understanding (KU) and analysis, evaluation and application (A,E, 

App) are being assessed in this paper.  When answering each question you should note the 

number of marks allocated to each skill and use this information as a guide to the length and type 

of answer required.
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Section A  Psychology for Care

 1. Both nature and nurture play an important part in human development. 

  Give one example of each and describe how nurture can influence nature.

 2. Explain why it is important that care workers have a knowledge and 

understanding of psychology.

 3. (a) Identify the three “Ego-states” of Berne’s Transactional Analysis theory. 

  (b) Describe what the term “Ego-states” means.

 4. Give two reasons why it is important for care workers to have an understanding

  of Attachment Theory when working with an older adult who has moved into 

  a residential care home.

 5. Describe one difference that could arise in the development of a person who 

  was born with a visual impairment compared to someone who has a visual 

  impairment following an accident.

Read the following case study and answer the question that follows.

 6. Using the Humanist approach to psychology explain why Liana is withdrawn

  and does not interact with others.

Liana is in her mid twenties and has mental health issues for which she attends 

a day centre three days each week.  For several years she lived with a partner 

who was abusive and occasionally physically violent towards her.  She is fairly 

withdrawn and does not interact very much with the other service users.  She has 

not been able to find a job for over two years and does not come across very well 

at interviews. 

Her family find her mental health issues difficult to deal with and are not very 

supportive towards her.  Other than attending the day centre Liana has very little 

involvement with other people and is very isolated.
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Section B  Sociology for Care

 1. Give a definition of the term prejudice.

 2. Explain why the socialisation process could play a part in how prejudice is 

  learned.

 3. Equality should be promoted in a care setting.

  Explain one way that this can be done at:

  (a)  a personal level

  (b)  an organisational level

  (c)  a structural level.

 4. Describe the following sociological concepts.

  •Norms

  •Roles

 5. Explain the benefits of using a sociological explanation rather than a common 

  sense explanation in a care setting.

 6. State whether family and peer group are primary or secondary agents of 

  socialisation and describe one role from each.

 7. Give one example of discrimination in a care context and describe one effect 

  this could have on an individual in need of care.
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Section C  Values and Principles in Care

 1. PrivacyisoneoftheprinciplesthatunderpintheNationalCareStandards.
  Describe two ways a care worker could maintain privacy in caring for an 

  elderly person in a residential home.

 2. Describe the difference between formal and informal care.

 3. Describe two advantages of a service user having a care plan.

 4. Explain what is meant by the term “monitor and evaluate” in relation to the 

  care planning process.

Read the following case study and answer the questions that follow.

 5. Identify two physical needs that Carla has and describe one type of care
  provision which will meet each of these needs.

 6. (a) Identify twolossesCarlamighthaveexperienced.

  (b) Explain the impact that oneoftheseidentifiedlossesmayhaveonCarla.

 7. WhatwouldtheadvantagesbeofinvolvingCarlaintheplanningstageofthe
  care planning process?

Carlaisawaitingdischargefromhospitalfollowingastrokewhichhasaffected
her speech and movement on the right side of her body.  She can only walk for 

short distances with the help of a tripod and she has little use of her right arm.  

Her doctor is confident she will gain more mobility if she keeps exercising, and 

thenshecanleavehospital.Carlacannotbebotheredexercisingasshefeelsitis
a waste of time and she will not improve.

[END OF  QUESTION PAPER]
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